edgeSuite is a fully secure, visualization workflow solution that integrates your mission critical applications and data. edgeSuite is unique in the marketplace because it incorporates
the data within your environment and the methods used to manage your business to create
a single tool for both back-end and front-end solutions. When you are dealing with multiple
data sets and multiple data sources, you are faced with the problem of complex navigation
of different software solutions and the inability to access them simultaneously in an efficient
and effective way. Additionally, edgeSuite resolves web integration issues, reducing the
need for multiple portals and complex navigation needed to access information and resolve
issues.

Why
edgeSuite?

The power of edgeSuite begins with edgeData, which takes data integration to a new level
by reaching out, in real-time, to retrieve and merge multiple data sets from multiple data
sources into a single correlated visualization. The powerful query capabilities in the edgeData pipeline interface enable you to provide only the contextual data that is specific to
each user. Hower our unique solution for merging data from the back-end into one seamless
visualization is only one half of the total picture.

The power of edgeSuite continues with edgeWeb, the other half of the edgeSuite engine.
Our patented IP for proxying web interfaces in real-time makes us unique in the industry
and a primary reason why companies like BMC, HPE, IBM and others partner with us.
Where companies have multiple software platforms, each with individual secure logins,
edgeSuite uses Single Sign-on to manage all credentials and authentication, with the user
only needing a single login password to access all integrated applications.
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edgeSuite seamlessly integrates tools with simplified navigation to make a complicated
technical solution simple to operate. By bringing edgeData and edgeWeb together, the
power of edgeSuite is fully realized. edgeSuite’s visualizations provide to each user all of
the information relevant to their specific needs. Each visualization incorporates user-defined
elements from across the data sources, eliminating unnecessary elements and thereby
increasing efficiency for the user. Training time is reduced, increasing time to value. Additionally, the dashboard reduces visual and mental fatigue by creating a single, user-defined
dashboard that incorporates only the relevant content. edgeSuite is a complete dashboard
solution that not only handles all the back-end security, protocols, and data integration from
multiple sources, but is also a beautiful visualization on the front-end.
Finally, the versatility of edgeSuite provides flexibility for your organization. Where other
solutions can take months to implement data or UI changes, edgeSuite can make those
changes in hours, with no disruption to the user-side visualization. Edge utilizes pre-built,
COTS-based integrations and has taken what would normally be a development effort and
turned it into a turnkey solution that is supported by on-going maintenance. This accelerates
time to value, minimizes integration risk, and lowers Total Cost of Ownership, with minimal
maintenance required as tool versions change.
To learn more about edgeSuite, get a copy of our Data Sheet.

